that supports the display of MathML. A good choice as of April 2022 is a recent version of Firefox from Mozilla.

SICP Examples

Background
The examples given in the collection are based on examples given in Chapter 1 of the classic SICP textbook [1]:


- book site at MIT Press
- HTML book
- SICP ebook site
- local copy of source code

Haskell
The Haskell solutions are discussed in Chapters 4, 6, and 9 of the textbook *Exploring Languages with Interpreters and Functional Programming*.

Scala

First-order functions in Scala

- Square root (Newton’s Method) with all public functions: Scala source
- Square root (Newton’s Method) with function definitions: Scala source
- Factorial (Note 1): Scala source
- Fibonacci (Note 1): Scala source
- Exponentiation using *Double* (Note 1): Scala source
- Exponentiation using *BigInt* (Note 1): Scala source
- Greatest common divisor: Scala source

Notes:
1. Similar Factorial, Fibonacci, and Exponentiation examples are discussed in the Recursion Styles, Correctness, and Efficiency (Scala) chapter.
Higher-order functions in Scala
  • Summation (takes function arguments): Scala source
  • Derivative (returns function result): Scala source

Elixir

First-order functions in Elixir
  • Square root (Newton’s Method) with all public functions: Elixir source
  • Square root (Newton’s Method) with function definitions: Elixir source
  • Factorial: Elixir source
  • Fibonacci: Elixir source
  • Exponentiation: Elixir source
  • Greatest common divisor: Elixir source

Higher-order functions in Elixir
  • Summation (takes function arguments): Elixir source
  • Derivative (returns function result): Elixir source

Lua

First-order functions in Lua
  • Square root (Newton’s Method): Lua source
  • Factorial: Lua source
  • Fibonacci: Lua source
  • Exponentiation: Lua source
  • Greatest common divisor: Lua source

Higher-order functions in Lua
  • Summation: Lua source
  • Derivative: Lua source

Elm

First-order functions in Elm
  • Square root (Newton’s Method): Elm source
  • Factorial: None
• Fibonacci: Elm source
• Exponentiation: Elm source
• Greatest common divisor: None

Higher-order functions in Elm
• Summation: None
• Derivative: None

Racket Scheme
First-order functions in Racket Scheme
• Square root (Newton’s Method): None
• Factorial: None
• Fibonacci: None
• Exponentiation: Racket Scheme source
• Greatest common divisor: None

Higher-order functions in Racket Scheme
• Summation: None
• Derivative: None

Python 3
First-order functions in Python
• Square root (Newton’s Method): Python source
• Factorial: None
• Fibonacci: None
• Greatest common divisor: None

Higher-order functions in Python
• Summation: None
• Derivative: None
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